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Abstract—In this paper, we derive the individual and common
symmetric ε-outage achievable rate for the relay assisted coop-
erative communication scheme, coined Non Orthogonal Multiple
Access Multiple Relay Channel (NOMAMRC), defined as follows:
(1) The sources are independent and want to communicate
with a single destination with the help of multiple relays; (2)
Each relay is half-duplex and apply a Selective Decode and
Forward (SDF) strategy, i.e., it forwards only a deterministic
function of the error-free decoded messages; (3) The sources
are allowed to transmit simultaneously during both the listening
and transmission phases of the relays. In this paper, the links
are independent. No channel state information at transmitter is
available, each link follows a slow Rayleigh fading distribution.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The multiple access channel (MAC) consists ofM inde-
pendent users (sources) accessing the same radio resource to
communicate with a common destination. The MAC capacity
region is well known, see, e.g., [1]. However, the use of
relays to enlarge the MAC capacity region has motivated many
research efforts during the past decade. In this paper, we
investigate, from an information theoretic perspective, an M -
user MAC assisted byL relay cooperation scheme (see Fig.1)
defined as follows. Each relay is half-duplex and implements
the Selective Decode and Forward (SDF) strategy, i.e., the re-
lay forwards a deterministic function of the source’s messages
that it can decode error-free. As a result, the transmissiontime
of the messages of the sources is divided into two phases.
In the first phase, theM sources simultaneously broadcast
the first part of their codeword (which is itself a codeword)
creating a firstM -user MAC at the destination and at each
relay. In the second phase, both the sources and theLa ≤ L
relays, that were able to decode at least one source message
error free, are active which creates a second(M + La)-
user MAC at the destination. More specifically, the sources
continue to transmit the second part of their codeword while
the relays transmit some joint redundancy on the sources
messages that were decoded error free. We call this relay
assisted cooperative communication scheme Non-Orthogonal
Multiple Access Multiple Relay Channel (NOMAMRC). In
this paper, we assume that no channel state information is
available at transmitter and that the links are independent,
and follow a slow Rayleigh fading distribution. As a result,
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Fig. 1. A Multiple-Access Multiple-Relay channel

information theoretic outage events always occur in our system
and their analysis is the subject of this paper. Sending a
deterministic function of the received messages at layer 3
of the OSI model instead of routing each received message
separately is optimal in the sense that it can achieve the min
cut max flow capacity of the underlying network [2] and is
coined network coding. Here, we consider wireless network
coding where the network coding is performed at the physical
layer. From this viewpoint, the proposed SDF strategy cannot
be proven to be optimal. We restrict our outage analysis to
this particular relaying strategy because (1) It breaks down the
MAMRC into parallel MACs whose individual outage regions
are perfectly known; (2) It prevents the error propagation from
the relay to the destination and decreases the individual outage
probability associated to each source (in most practical tested
scenarios), (3) It reduces the energy consumption at the relays
and limits the interference within the network (the relay when
it cooperates is always helpful). We are well aware that other
competing strategies exist in the literature, see, e.g., [3], but
theirs comparisons with SDF exceed the scope of this paper
and is left for further studies. We deliberately include the
SDF strategy into the NOMAMRC. Based on this definition,
we are able to determine individual and common symmetric
achievable rate region conditional to the channel states ofthe
NOMAMRC. However, if we relax the constraint of the SDF
strategy it is well known that even the capacity of the simple
relay channel is unknown [4]. By building on theM -user
MAC outage analysis, see, e.g. [5], [6], this paper formulates
the symmetric individual and common NOMAMRCε-outage
achievable rate conditional to the chosen input distributions.
The symmetric individualε-outage achievable rate is defined
as the highest transmission rate of each source such that the
probability of any source to be in outage is less or equal to



ε. The symmetric commonε-outage achievable rate is defined
as the highest transmission rate of each source such that the
probability of a common outage event, which is defined as
the event of having at least one source in outage, is less or
equal toε. This paper complements [7] which focuses on the
NOMARC outage analysis for two sources and one relay, by
providing a general outage analysis framework for any number
of sources and relays. Interestingly, [7] shows that distributed
turbo-coding with Joint Network Channel Decoding (JNCD)
at the destination is able to get close to the NOMARC
ε-outage achievable rate for QPSK entries. Finally, Monte
Carlo simulations that compare the symmetric individual and
commonε-outage achievable rate of NOMAMRC with respect
to no cooperation at all, are presented and discussed.

In Section II, we introduce the System Model of NO-
MAMRC. Section III is devoted to outage analysis. Numerical
results will be presented in Section IV. Some conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

Notation Calligraphic upper case letters are used to denote
integer finite sets of the formS = {s1, . . . , s|S|} where |S|
is the cardinality of the setS. The empty set is denoted by
∅. Let xS denote the vector[xs1 , . . . , xs|S|

]> where> is the
transpose operator. Similarly, we define the block vectorxS as
[x>

s1 , . . . ,x
>
s|S|

]>. x ∼ CN (µ, σ2) means thatx is a circularly-
symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with meanµ
and covarianceσ2. Given a conditionC we define1{C} as an
indicator function, i.e.,1{C} = 1 if C is true and1{C} = 0
otherwise.

II. NOMAMRC SYSTEM MODEL

Let us consider a set of statistically independent sources
S = {s1, . . . , sM}, each sources ∈ S wants to communicate
its messageus ∈ F

K
2 of K information bits to a common

destinationd with the help of a set of relaysR = {r1, . . . , rL}.
The sources, the relays and the destination are equipped with
a single transmit and receive antenna and all the channel co-
efficients are slow fading and independent. LetN be the total
number of available complex dimensions to be shared between
the relays and the sources. These available channel uses are
divided into two successive time slots corresponding to the
listening phase of the relays, sayN1 = αN channel uses, and
to the transmission phase of the relays, sayN2 = αN , where
α = 1−α, with α ∈]0, 1]. During the first phase, each source
s ∈ S transmit the first part of its modulated codeword denoted
by x

(1)
s ∈ CN1 (which is itself a codeword). The associated

received signals at the relayr ∈ R and the destinationd can
be written as

y
(1)
r,k =

∑

s∈S

hsrx
(1)
s,k + n

(1)
r,k, (1)

and
y
(1)
d,k =

∑

s∈S

hsdx
(1)
s,k + n

(1)
d,k (2)

wherek = 1, . . . , N1, respectively. The channel fading coeffi-
cientshsr andhsd follow the pdfCN (0, γsr) andCN (0, γsd),
respectively. The AWGN samplesn(1)

r,k andn(1)
d,k are i.i.d and

follow the pdfCN (0, 1). During the second phase, each source
s continue to transmit the second part of their modulated

codeword denoted byx(2)
s ∈ C

N2 . Thus, each sources has
encoded itsK information bits into a hierarchical codeword
xs = [x

(1)>
s ,x

(2)>
s ]> transmitted over theN available channel

uses, it results an overall system spectral efficiency ofMR bits
per channel use (bits/c.u.) whereR = K/N is the individual
rate of each source. LetSr ⊆ S denote the maximum set of
sources’ messages that the relayr can decode error free. If the
setSr is empty thenr remains silent in this phase. Otherwise,
the relay r transmits a modulated sequencex(2)

r ∈ CN2 .
The sequencex(2)

r is chosen such that[x>
Sr
,x

(2)>
r ]> is a

(modulated) codeword on the messagesuSr
. The received

signal at the destination can be written as

y
(2)
d,k =

∑

s∈S

hsdx
(2)
s,k +

∑

r∈Ra

hrdx
(2)
r,k + n

(2)
d,k (3)

wherek= 1, 2, . . . ,N2 andRa denotes the set of active relays.
The channel fading coefficienthrd is independent from the
other ones and follows the pdfCN (0, γrd) while the additive
AWGN noise samplesn(2)

d,k are i.i.d and follow the pdf
CN (0, 1). We further assume that the transmitted symbols’
power (per complex dimension) from the sources and the
relays are normalized to unity.

III. I NFORMATION-THEORETIC ANALYSIS

In this Section, we assume classically thatN → ∞ and that
all the transmitted sequences are i.i.d such that the AEP holds.
The NOMAMRC breaks down into one MAC at each relay and
one MAC at the destination corresponding to the first phase,
and one MAC at the destination corresponding to the second
phase thanks to the SDF relaying function. Thus, its outage
region is perfectly known conditional on the NOMAMRC
channel statesh = [h>

Sr1
, . . . ,h>

SrL
,h>

Sd,h
>
Rd]

> and the

inputs distributionsp(xS) =
∏

s∈S p(xs) and p(x
(2)
Ra

) =
∏

r∈Ra
p(x

(2)
r ) corresponding to the underlying joint pdfs

of the source transmitted sequences and the active relay
ones, respectively (discrete entry distributions are consid-
ered as dirac comb pdfs). Note that we further assume that
p(x

(2)
Ra

,xS) = p(x
(2)
Ra

)p(xS). This independence property is
the core principle of Joint Network Channel Coding at the
relays.

A. Slow fading MAC Outage analysis

When every relays can not decode any source message error
free, the NOMARC becomes a simple MAC at the destination
(no-cooperation case). As a result, the received signal at the
destination can be written as

yd,k =
∑

s∈S

hsdxs,k + nd,k (4)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , N . The symmetric achievable rate region of
a |S|-user MAC [1], [8] is the complement of the closure of
the convex hull of the rate vectors satisfying

RU ≤ I(xU ; yd|xUc ,hSd) for all U ⊆ S (5)

whereUc = S\U , RU = |U|R and given the input distribution
∏

s∈U p(xs). For the sake of notation simplicity, we remove
the channel state from the outage event definitions and mutual



information expressions in the following. LetOd,s denote the
symmetric individual outage event of sources, andEd,S denote
the symmetric common outage event at the destinationd of
the |S|-user MAC. Using (5) this event could be expressed as

Ed,S = {RU > I(xU ; yd|xUc) for some U ⊆ S} (6)

equivalently
Ed,S =

⋃

U⊆S

Fd,S(U) (7)

whereFd,S(U) is defined as the outage event of sourcesU ,
the messages ofUc = S\U being perfectly known. This event
can be expressed as

Fd,S(U) = {RU > I(xU ; yd|xUc)} (8)

When anyFd,S(U) holds, the destinationd can not decode
all the messages ofU knowing perfectly the messages ofUc.
In this case, a symmetric common outage of sourcesS is
declared. The fact thatEd,S holds does not mean that the
destination can not decode error free the messages of a subset
of S. ExcludingS itself and the empty subset, we can define
2M − 2 reduced MACs as follows

Definition (1) A |Ic|-user reduced MAC is a MAC with a
subset of sourcesIc of the original MAC, considering the
complement of this subsetI = S\Ic as interference.

Definition (2) An expanded MAC of a|Ic|-user reduced
MAC is a MAC that contains at least theIc original sources
plus one.

Let Ed,Ic denote the common outage event of the|Ic|-user
reduced MAC. We can express this event by

Ed,Ic =
⋃

U⊆Ic

Fd,Ic(U) (9)

where
Fd,Ic(U) = {RU > I(xU ; yd|xUc)} (10)

defining Uc = Ic \ U . This equation is very similar to (7).
However, inFd,Ic(U) the set of sourcesI are considered as
interference, i.e, only the sources belonging toUc are supposed
to be perfectly known.

Proposition (1) The sources is in outage iff the|S|-user
MAC and all the reduced MAC containings are in outage.

Od,s =
⋂

I⊂S:s∈Ic

Ed,Ic (11)

proof : The sufficient part: if all the reduced MAC contain-
ing s are in outage then the message ofs can not be decoded
(error free) by any possible mean, thus, the sources is in
outage. The necessary part: if the sources is in outage and
one reduced MAC including this source is not in outage, it
means that the destination can jointly decode the sources of
this reduced MAC, as a result, the destination can decode the
message of users which contradicts the statement thats is in
outage.�

In some cases, i.e., at the relays, we are interested in finding
Sd the maximum set of sources that the destination can decode.

Proposition (2) The sufficient and necessary condition for
a set of sources to beSd is (i) the |Sd|-user reduced MAC is
not in outage and (ii) all the expanded MAC of this|Sd|-user
reduced MAC are in outage.

proof : First, the fact that the|Sd|-user reduced MAC is
not in outage is a sufficient and necessary condition for the set
Sd to be jointly decoded error free. In order to ensure that it
is the maximum set, any other sub-set with higher cardinality
cannot be decoded jointly error free. This is guaranteed by the
second condition of the proposition.�

Finally, the sources symmetric individual and common
outage probability can be expressed as

Pout,ind =

∫

h

1{Od,s(h)}p(h)d(h) (12)

and

Pout,com =

∫

h

1{Ed,S(h)}p(h)d(h), (13)

respectively, whereh = hSd. We define the symmetric
individual and commonε-outage achievable rate by

Rind
ε = sup{R : Pout,ind ≤ ε} (14)

and
Rcom

ε = sup{R : Pout,com ≤ ε}, (15)

respectively.

B. General NOMAMRC Outage Analysis

1) Relay Outage Analysis:During the first transmission
phase, we have an|S|-user MAC at each relayr ∈ R. Thus,
the definition and analysis of the previous Section remain valid
simply by replacing the indexd by r and the event defined in
(10) by

Fr,Ic(U) = {RU > αI(xU ; yr|xUc)} (16)

whereα comes from the fact that this|S|-user MAC is active
over αN channel use. Since each relayr ∈ R relies on the
SDF strategy, we are interested in finding the maximum set of
sourcesSr with whose the relayr can cooperate with. The set
Sr determine the cooperation mode of the relayr. As a result,
we have2M cooperation modes for each relay and we have
2ML cooperation modes considering the relays altogether.

2) Destination Outage Analysis:In this Section, we assume
the best decoding scheme at the destination, i.e., it relies
on joint network channel decoding (see, e.g., [9]). Since the
source-to-destination and the source-and-relay-to-destination
MACs associated with each successive transmission phase are
non interfering, they can be viewed as one|S|-user MAC made
of two parallel MACs. As a result, the individual outage event
of sources is given by (11) and the common outage event
is given by (9). To computeFd,Ic(U), we need to partition
the relays into three sets (i) ifr ∈ RI the relay signalxr

is interference, (ii) ifr ∈ Rk the relay signalxr is perfectly
known, (iii) if r ∈ Ru the relay signalxr and xU help to
decode jointly error free the messagesuU . The definitions of
the setsRI , Rk, Ru are given below whereUc = Ic \ U



Definition (3) RI = {r ∈ Ra : I 6= ∅ ∧ I ⊆ Sr} the set of
relays whose signals are interference inFd,Ic(U)
Definition (4) Rk = {r ∈ Ra : Sr ⊆ Uc} the set of relays

whose signals are known without decoding inFd,Ic(U) .

Definition (5) Ru = Ra\{Rk∪RI} the set of relays whose
signals are to be jointly decoded with the sources belonging
to U in Fd,Ic(U)

Using the above partitioning, we can expressFd,Ic(U) as

Fd,Ic(U) = {RU > αI(x
(1)
U ; yd|x(1)

Uc
)+

ᾱI(x
(2)
U ,x

(2)
Ru

; yd|x(2)
Uc

,x
(2)
Rk

)}.
(17)

wherep(x
(1)
S ) = p(x

(2)
S ) = p(xS). Note that we can never

claim that the Gaussian input distributions are the one that
minimizes the NOMAMRC outage probability. Indeed, the in-
dividual outage computations at the relay involve interferences
whose statistics depend on the input distributions. To illustrate
(17), we consider the following example.

Example (1) Consider a 3-user 3-relay NOMAMRC and take
the following scenario for the relays cooperationSr1 = {s1},
Sr2 = {s1, s2}, and Sr3 = {s2, s3}. Now let us consider,
during our search to find if sources2 is in outage or not, the
eventFd,{s1,s2}({s2}) witch is the outage event of sources2
assuming that the signals1 is known ands3 is interference.
In this case, the signal ofr3 is interference,r1 is known,
and r2 is a part of the codeword corresponding to sources2
(conditional to the knowledge of the signal ofs1). So we can
write

Fd,{s1,s2}({s2}) = {R > αI(x(1)
s2 ; yd|x(1)

s1 )+

ᾱI(x(2)
s2 , x(2)

r2 ; yd|x(2)
s1 , x(2)

r1 )}
�

For Gaussian input distributions the instantaneous mutual
information expressions inFd,Ic(U) can be expressed as

I(x
(1)
U ; yd|x(1)

Uc
) = log






1 +

∑

s∈U

|hsd|2

1 +
∑

s∈I

|hsd|2






(18)

I(x
(2)
U ,x

(2)
Ru

; yd|x(2)
Uc

,x
(2)
Rk

) =

log






1 +

∑

s∈U

|hsd|2 +
∑

r∈Ru

|hrd|2

1 +
∑

s∈I

|hsd|2 +
∑

r∈RI

|hrd|2






.

(19)

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this Section, we consider only Gaussian i.i.d inputs,
where the instantaneous mutual information are computed
using (18) and (19). The symmetricε-outage achievable rate is
computed forε = 0.01. There are an infinity of SNR configu-
rationsγrd, γsr, γsd. By taking a few arbitrary configurations
as examples, we want to illustrate in this simulation Section
that the NOMAMRC always outperforms theM -MAC (no
cooperation at all) even in the presence of noisy slow fading
source-to-relay links.

In the first set of simulations, we chooseα = 2/3, γrd = γ
and γsr = γsd = αγ. We consider this choice in order
to validate our results with the ones of [7] obtained for
NOMARC. Fig. 2, and 3 show the symmetric individual and
commonε-outage achievable rate, respectively. The number of
sources ranges fromM = 1 to M = 4 while the number of
relays ranges fromL = 0 to L = 3. Clearly, for L = 0
we have theM -user MAC sub-case (including the point-
to-point channel whenM = 1). First of all, we observe
that the proposed relay assisted cooperation scheme always
increase the outage achievable rate (which is far from beingthe
case for traditional orthogonal schemes). At low-to-moderate
SNR, adding a relay bring substantial gains compare to no
cooperation (MAC). However, we find a law of diminishing
returns when we increase the number of relays. It militates
for small cooperation structure with a few relays. At very
high SNR, we notice two things: Firstly the NOMAMRC
symmetric individual and commonε-outage achievable rate
becomes equal to the MAC individual and commonε-outage
one, respectively; Secondly, the MAC individualε-outage
achievable rate equals the commonε-outage achievable rate.
The latter observation is demonstrated in appendix A, while
the former is demonstrated in Appendix B (which builds on
the previous one).
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Fig. 2. The symmetric individualε-outage achievable rate as a function ofγ
whereε = 0.01, M = 1, 2, 3, 4, L = 0, 1, 2, 3, γrd = γ, γsr = γsd = αγ,
andα = 2/3.

In the second set of simulation, we increase the reliability
of the source-to-relay channels by adding 10db with respect
to previous simulations. As a result, the average receive SNR
over the different links becomeγrd = γ, γsr = α10γ, and
γsd = αγ. Fig. 4 shows the commonε-outage achievable rate
for a number of relays ranging fromL = 0 to L = 4 and
M = 4. The more the source-to-relay channels are reliable,
the more improvements in theε-outage achievable rate we
can obtain compared to no-cooperation. The behavior at very
high SNR keeps the same, i.e., theε-outage achievable rate of
NOMAMRC converges towards the MACε-outage capacity
(demonstrated in Appendix B).

Finally, in the third set of simulations, we vary the factorα
to see its impact on theε-outage achievable rate. Fig. 5 shows
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Fig. 3. The symmetric commonε-outage achievable rate as a function ofγ
whereε = 0.01, M = 1, 2, 3, 4, L = 0, 1, 2, 3, γrd = γ, γsr = γsd = αγ,
andα = 2/3.
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Fig. 4. The symmetric commonε-outage achievable rate as a function ofγ
whereε = 0.01, M = 4, L = 0, 1, 2, 3, γrd = γ, γsr = α10γ, γsd = αγ,
andα = 2/3.

the commonε-outage achievable rate for different values of
α in the case ofM = 3 andL = 1 given the same averaged
received SNR for all links (γrd = γsr = γsd = γ). As
previously stated in [7],α = 2/3 is good choice for low
to medium SNR regime. Once again, the high SNR regime
follows the behavior explained in Appendix B.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have formulated the individual and com-
mon outage event for the relay assisted cooperative commu-
nication scheme NOMAMRC. We have illustrated that the
NOMAMRC always outperforms the no-cooperation case even
in presence of noisy slow fading source-to-relay links which
is an extremely desirable feature. We have demonstrated that
at high SNR regime the NOMAMRC converges to the sameε-
outage achievable rate as the MAC. Future works will consider
practical distributed coding and decoding designs (some have
already been suggested in [7]) to reach as close as possible
these outage rates under reasonable performance complexity
trade offs.
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Fig. 5. The symmetric commonε-outage capacity for NOMAMRC/JNCC
whereM = 3, L = 1, ε = 0.01, andγsr = γsd = γrd = γ, for different
values ofα.

APPENDIX A

In this Appendix, we demonstrate that the symmetricM -
user MAC common and individualε-outage achievable rate,
i.e., given in (14) and (15), behave similarly at high SNR
regime. The basic idea of the proof is suggested in [10,
Exercice 6.14]. Let us consider a|S|-user MAC with S =
{s1, . . . , s|S|}. We further assume that∀s ∈ S, γsd = γ and
define the normalized channel coefficientscsd = hsd/

√
γ. It

yields from (7) that the common outage event is

Ed,S =
⋃

U⊆S

{
∑

s∈U

|csd|2 <
2|U|R − 1

γ
} (20)

From (11) the individual outage event of sources is given
by

Od,s =
⋂

I⊂S:s∈Ic

⋃

U⊆Ic

{
∑

s∈U

|csd|2 <
2|U|R − 1

γ

(

1 + γ
∑

s̃∈I

|cs̃d|2
)

}
(21)

The sum rate constraint yields the sum rate upper bound
conditional on anε-outage probability

2|S|R − 1

γ
≤ F−1

|S| (ε). (22)

whereF−1
|S| (x) is defined as the inverse function of the cumu-

lative distribution function of the sum of|S| i.i.d exponential
random variables with parameter1, which is given by

F|S|(x) = 1− e−x

|S|−1
∑

j=0

xj

j!
(23)

Let us check that indeed this upper bound is achieved and
yields the common and individualε-outage achievable rate
whenγ tends to infinity. If 2

|S|R−1
γ = δ whereδ = F−1

|S| (ε) for

γ tending to infinity, it is easy to check that2
|U|R−1

γ , |U| < |S|

goes to 0 and2
|U|R−1

γ

(

1 + γ
∑

s̃∈I

|cs̃d|2
)

goes to infinity al-

most surely. The former observation yields that the probability



of the outage eventsFd,S(U) = {∑
s∈U

|csd|2 < 2|U|R−1
γ } in

(20), is one when|U| < |S|. which is equivalent to state
thatRcom

ε = 1/|S| log(1 + γδ). The latter observation means
that an individualε-outage achievable rate event always occurs
when an commonε-outage achievable rate event occurs, i.e.,

Od,s = Ed,S = Fd,S(S) (24)

thusRind
ε = Rcom

ε .

APPENDIX B

From Appendix A, theε-outage common and individual
achievable rate associated to the no-cooperation case isRε =
1/|S| log(1 + γδ) whereδ = F−1

|S| (ε), at very high SNR. Let
us prove that this achievable rate is indeed the achievable rate
of the NOMAMRC. If 2|S|R

γ is fixed than 2|S|R/α

γ tends to
infinity when γ goes to infinity. Based on Appendix A, the
individual outage probability of any sources at relayr is the
same as the common outage probability at very high SNR. It
comes that the individual outage probabilityPr(Or,s) that the
sources cannot be decoded at the relayr is simply

Pr(Or,s) = Pr(Er,S) (25)
(a)≈ Pr(

∑

s∈S

|csr|2 ≤ 2|S|R/α

γ
) (26)

= 1 (27)

where (a) is based on the fact that the|S|-user MAC domi-
nating event in the high SNR regime is the one associated to
the sum rate constraint (see Appendix A). Since,∀s ∈ S and
∀r ∈ R, Pr(Or,s) = 1, it yields thatPr(Ra = ∅) = 1 at very
high SNR. Finally, we have demonstrated that for the high
SNR regime, theε-outage achievable rate of the NOMAMRC
(Rind

ε as well asRcom
ε ) are the one of the|S|-user MAC since

the probability that each relay does not transmit is1, i.e.,

Rind
ε = Rcom

ε =
1

|S| log(1 + γF−1
|S| (ε)) (28)
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